The optimal number of haplotypes N S per chromosome for selection criterion OHV that maximized 3 R OHV in selection cycle 50 primarily depended on N chr . For N chr = 5 the optimal N S 4 ranged between 8 and 16. For N chr = 20, it ranged between 2 and 4, and for N chr = 40 between 1 5 and 2. Given the chromosomes lengths for these values of N chr (400, 100 and 50 cM, respectively), 6 the results indicate that the optimal haplotype length for criterion OHV that maximized long-term 7 genetic gain after 50 cycles of selection corresponded to 25 or 50 cM (cf. Table S1-1). The number 8 of selected individuals N sel had no influence on N S . The influence of the size of the breeding 9 population N cand was also relative small and a clear difference was only discernible for N chr = 20.
smaller for N cand = 30 by about a factor of two . For N cand = 50, it was only smaller 15 when N sel = 10. 
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